LGPS Central Joint Committee
Date:
Venue:
Time:

Friday 20 November 2020
Virtual via MS Teams
10.00-12.30

AGENDA
Agenda Item

Page Numbers

1.

Meeting Protocol (including timing of break)

2.

Apologies for Absence

3.

Declarations of Interest
Members to declare any interest under the following
categories:
• Disclosable Interest
• Outside Bodies Interest
• Family and Friends or Close Associate Interest

4.

Election of Chair and Vice Chair

5.

Minutes
To approve the Minutes of the last meeting, attached

6.

Public Question Time/Open Session
A period of up to 15 minutes will be set aside for the
taking of questions and answers
Questions must be received in writing by the Clerk to the
Joint Committee (address below) by noon of the second
working day before the day of the relevant meeting.
No person may submit more than one question to any
one meeting and no more than one question may be
asked on behalf of an organisation at any one meeting.
No question may be sub-divided into more than two
related parts.
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3-12

Agenda Item
7.

Page Numbers

Practitioners Advisory Forum Update

13-26

Update on the work of the Practitioners’ Advisory Forum
(PAF), which supports the Joint Committee in delivering
pooling objectives.
8.

Pool Risk Register

27-30

Review of the pooling risk register as at September 2020
9.

LGPS Central Performance Update

31-68

To receive a presentation from LGPS Central Ltd. on
investment and Client KPI performance in the period to
September 2020

Attendees:
Councillor Myles Hogg (Cheshire)
Councillor Neil Atkin, (Derbyshire)
Councillor Peter Osborne (Leicestershire)
Councillor Eric Kerry (Nottinghamshire)
Councillor Thomas Biggins (Shropshire)
Councillor Philip Atkins (Staffordshire)
Councillor Paul Middlebrough (Worcestershire)
Councillor Milkinder Jaspal (West Midland Pension Fund)
Mr Malcolm Cantello, Scheme Member Representative
LGPS Central Ltd (presenting for item 9)
Joanne Segars
Chair
Mike Weston
Chief Executive
Gordon Ross
Chief Investment Officer
Ian Brown
Head of Private Markets
Investment Director, Passive Funds
David Evans
Mark Davies
Investment Director, Active Equities
Jaswant Sidhu
Senior Portfolio Manager, Private Equity
Valborg Lie
Stewardship Manager
For further information or advice, please contact:
Charles Riley, Clerk to LGPS Central Joint Committee
Cheshire West and Chester Council, HQ, Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
charles.riley@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk
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Item 5

LGPS Central Joint Committee
Minutes of the meeting held on 14th February 2020
Council Chamber, County Buildings, Stafford ST16 2LE
Attending:
Councillors: Kerry (Chair), Biggins (Vice-Chair), Atkin, Greatorex, Jaspal,
Middlebrough, Osborne, Simkins

Other Attendees:
Partner Fund representatives: Rachel Brothwood (RB), Jill Davys (JD), Mark
Haines-Eynon (MEH), Rachel Howe (RH), Dawn Kinley (DK), Keith Palframan (KP),
Charles Riley (Clerk, CR), Maggie Sheppard (MSh) Melanie Stokes (MS), Chris
Tambini (CB), Rob Wilson (RW)
Unison Representative: Malcolm Cantello (MC)
LGPS Central Ltd (LGPSCL): Callum Campbell (CC), Dave Evans (DE), Michael
Marshall (MM), Colin Pratt (CP), Joanne Segars (JS), Jaswant Sidhu (JSi), Mike
Weston (MW)
Observer: Neil Calvert (Derbyshire CC) Employee Representative

Item 1 – Apologies for absence:
1.1

Apologies – Councillor Hogg - Owing to the rearranged date of the Joint
Committee due to the proximity of the General Election, Councillor Hogg
experienced a scheduling clash and was unable to attend today.

Substitutes – None

Item 2 – Declarations of Interest:
2.1

No declarations of interest were received.

Item 3 - Minutes of the last meeting - 21st June 2019
3.1

No matters arising. The minutes were confirmed as a correct record.
Proposed and seconded by Councillors Atkin and Greatorex.

3.2

The minutes were approved unanimously.
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Council Chamber, County Buildings, Stafford ST16 2LE
Item 4 – Public Question Time/Open Session
4.1

A member of the public submitted a written question, which is published on
the LGPS Central Joint Committee webpage.

4.2

MM responded on behalf of LGPSC Ltd. by reading out a prepared response
which has also been published on the LGPS Central Joint Committee
webpage, at:
https://www.cheshirepensionfund.org/members/about-us/how-we-managethe-fund/governance-structure/pfc/

Item 5 – National LGPS Picture
5.1

RB presented a summary of recent national developments and current issues
impacting the LGPS, and ongoing development and implementation of
investment pooling specifically, including:•

The developing role of the Pensions Regulator in the context of Public Sector
Pension Schemes, since 2015, noting the annual survey and cohort review of
the LGPS to better understand fund administration practice and governance;
and a new single code of guidance applying to all schemes, expected to
emerge in the near future.

•

Noting the current focus of Funds to Complete the Fund triennial valuation
reviews with the potential for associated review of investment strategy, and
the potential for the need to amend individual Fund strategic asset allocations
in line with their own individual outcomes.

•

The Scheme Advisory Board’s review of guidance and approaches to
Responsible Investment in the context of new DWP regulation and the
updated UK stewardship code. Updated statutory investment pooling
guidance is also awaited, together with guidance on the adoption of objectives
for investment advisers following finalisation of the Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) order in 2019.

•

The market backdrop, noting ongoing trade dispute and negotiations with
China, together with the Coronavirus outbreak and pending US election,
mean there are fluid factors presenting additional risks to large scale asset
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transfer, as well as general increased focus on day to day investment
management activity and performance.
5.2

Asset allocation varies across Funds, reflecting differing funding requirements
and appetite for risk – there is also potential for a general shift towards assets
in the property, income and infrastructure funds across the industry. Pool
product development to date has focused largely on equities – looking ahead
over the next 4-5 years, a wider range of products are expected to emerge to
meet strategic asset allocation requirements.

5.3

Investment costs – data released by the Scheme Advisory Board shows that
cost disclosure has increased across the LGPS in recent years in line with
encouraged best practice. A pool-wide exercise to look at consistent cost data
collection has confirmed that the overall picture of current pool investment
costs is assessed on a transparent basis. With regard to allocation of cost,
illiquid assets such as and private equities and infrastructure funds carry a
premium. Based on the current assessment, less than 25% of the investments
are incurring 2/3rds of the costs. The up-to-date assessment will be helpful in
informing future product development through the pool.

5.4

Councillor Kerry: thanked RB for her presentation and commented upon the
difficulty encountered when new guidance and regulations are delayed in
being introduced. There does, for now, appear to be a greater strategic
requirement for growth and income generating assets. The changes in
primary rates and pressure on employers are reflected in areas where there is
higher allocation to growth. He asked how well prepared are the partner funds
for change?

5.5

RB noted that she could not comment on each individual fund preparations
but noted that Fund officers had discussed Strategic Asset Allocation day to
inform review of the product development priorities. In terms of funding, and
the implications for future investment strategies, both the increase in non-local
authority backed employers and requirement to pay exit credits were bringing
more into question the need for differential investment strategies at employer
level, to reflect covenant, maturity and path to exit.

5.6

Councillor Atkin: CIPFA annual report guidance was last published in March
2019. When is the next guidance published?

5.7

RB – the annual reporting guidance published in 2019 had introduced
increased reporting requirements for Fund administration and investment
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pooling and cost disclosure. Some items have been introduced as optional
and “may” be included but the level of voluntary response is likely to be
monitored.
5.8

MC: Slide 7 costs. He is aware of an improvement on disclosure but noted
Committee members have been keen to better understand and monitor the
transition costs relative to expectation when the original plan for pooling was
developed.

5.9

RB – The transitional costs are been considered for each fund launch with
updated realised and future expectations of cost built into the cost saving
model. Following completion of the cost transparency exercise, work is
underway to update the cost saving projections and a report on this will be
made at a later date.

5.10 The Committee agreed to formally receive the report, in the light of the
foregoing comments/feedback.

Item 6 Practitioners Advisory Forum Report
6.1 RW presented an update on the work of PAF and its constituent working
groups (responsible for Client Oversight and Governance, Finance,
Investments and Responsible Investment respectively) via the report and
appendices. The update highlighted the key areas of focus for the officer
working groups over the last six months, which included:• The recruitment of Mark Haines-Eynon as project co-ordinator in recognition
that pooling is a significant change programme and to support the increased
volume of work required,
• The possible recruitment of administrative support,
• Ongoing discussions regarding the company’s strategic business plan and
budget.
• New pooled products coming on-stream such as the Bond fund launched this
week.
• The development of the Emerging Markets sub-fund and the Global Equities
sub-fund
• Responsible investment themes agreed and being reported quarterly
• Thanks given to Neil Smith at Derbyshire for his continued hard work on the
costs saving model
• Performance monitoring of company delivery has developed with client and
shareholder key performance indictors now in place.
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•

Proactive scrutiny of company investment performance by the Investment
Working Group

6.2 Councillor Kerry moved the recommend the report. Members will be happy they
can put their views across and see more clearly the work undertaken.
6.3 Councillor Greatorex: It is useful to see the different stages of working in the
team and how the partner funds are working together. Paragraph 3.3 of the
report shows the agreed protocol for transition management and sub-fund
launches. He asked how flexible to enable PAF to vary its processes to meet
the new requirements and the development of LGPSC? Secondly, at Appendix
1, the table at paragraph 5, is that a priority listing within the year or to try to
achieve all at once? Could the aims be scheduled per month?
6.4 RW – the product development protocol is flexible to meet partner fund’s
needs. The working groups and monthly meetings allow for flexibility and do
continue to adapt. The product development tool is very useful to assess
different types of products. The timetable is in terms of flow process and is in
terms of priority order.
6.5 Councillor Osborne: Members of the individual funds’ authorities who sit on
their pension committees regularly ask how matters are proceeding. The
original objective is to pool to make savings and committees want to see quick
proof. They are aware that pooling has not gone as quickly as they expect. It
appears transition is not happening as quickly as planned. Why is this?
6.6 MS – It is true the pace has not been as fast. Lessons have been learned. The
setting up of the product development protocol has necessarily delayed matters
to ensure a smooth transfer of assets but pace should now accelerate. The
individual partner funds’ committee cycle slows matters and resources only
allow for one fund launch at a time. It is better to introduce the funds correctly
rather than rushing them. Savings targets are being broadly met. Minimising
transition costs and market risk is key.
6.7 Councillor Kerry: the costs saving model is being updated and more information
can be obtained from PAF.
6.8 Councillor Simkins: We need accurate reporting to reassure members on
transition cost.
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6.9 RW – PAF provides oversight and IWG, with the company, has worked hard on
the product development protocol which is now moving forward after a difficult
initial start-up period. In terms of reporting, recruiting MHE gives additional
focus on reporting and benefits are being seen.
6.10 Councillor Kerry: Should any authority have concerns it can be fed through to
MHE and through him to PAF and COGG.
6.11 RB – It is helpful that the shared partner fund officer is in place at a strategic
level. In order to meet long term efficiency savings it is worse to rush and make
huge cost errors, HS2 being a case in point.
6.12 JS – Agree that we should be doing things right rather than quickly. It has been
a significant learning curve for all pools. JS commented that her contact with
other pools suggests similar initial issues as regards pace of transfer. The
agreed product development protocol will speed matters up and we have the
right governance input in place. The Climate Fund introduction was quicker with
flexibility in terms of meeting the partner funds’ needs.
6.13 The Committee agreed that the report be received and noted.

Item 7 Internal Audit Assurance Programme
7.1 MSh presented the written report and highlighted that the audit was conducted
by Staffordshire CC officers and was very useful. It was a review of pooling
governance and not LGPS Central Ltd. There was a positive response with
good feedback. All recommendations will be actioned.
7.2 Councillor Kerry moved to recommend the report.
7.3 Councillor Atkin: Appendix 2, section 3 states a good response and
engagement from company. MSh – confirmed this was the case. .
7.4 Councillor Greatorex: This seems to be a positive resolution on a short
timescale.
7.5 Councillor Simkins: Will there be a training programme for members and
partners? MSh – This is part of a work plan for the coming year with the support
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office. The will be liaison to include as many members and partners as
possible.
7.6 The Committee agreed to formally receive the report

Item 8 Pool Risk Register
8.1 JD presented the LGPS Central Investment pool risk register, explaining that
the risks identified related to the pool as a whole, distinguishing them from
those that might typically relate to individual partner funds or LGPSC Ltd. JD
highlighted:
• Regulatory risk is diminishing and COGG focuses on this aspect. Guidance
on RI has affected strategy.
• Brexit has had a huge impact and caused delay in issuing guidance.
• RI coordination of partner funds enables wider policy approach.
• The company is delivering further reports to go to pension committees.
• Pace has been the difficulty but it is better not to incur costs and get
allocation reviews wrong and there is no point in investing without clear
partner fund aims.
8.2 Councillor Kerry: moved the recommendations of the report. He also noted the
two elements to firstly recognise risks honestly and secondly making right
decisions to mitigate those risks.
8.3 Councillor Greatorex: I echo that strategy is the number one risk. There are
high risk aspects and the risk register serves to mitigate that. The focus must
be on the risks with highest impact. If the timescale is not achieved it will go
wrong on returns.
8.4 Councillor Atkin: Regular review by COGG vital. Political risk will always be
high so why include it?
8.5 JD – confirmed COGG does review risk with the other three sub-groups
reporting back on risk to COGG. On political risk there does need to be
recognition of its existence. Brexit may fall away but others may arise, such as
Scottish independence.
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8.6 Councillor Simkins: Is there a role for the Shareholders to set up a strategy
group?
8.7 Councillor Kerry: There are two paths for this: Joint Committee and
Shareholders’ Forum, which can feedback concerns.
8.8

The Joint Committee approved the report and noted the Risk Register will
continue to be assessed and updated and will be reported to Joint
Committee.

Item 9 LGPSC Limited Performance/Investment Outlook/Company Update
9.1 MS presented a brief introductory report and invited the Company
representatives to make their slide presentation on overall performance,
company picture, investment performance and client survey.
9.2 MW – the company has made major progress in launching additional funds,
most recently the Corporate Bond fund with expected assets of £1.6bn . Assets
under management at end of December 2019 total £20bn of which £11bn is in
seven pooled ACS funds and 1 other vehicle. Work underway on the Emerging
Markets fund and Global Credit fund.
9.3 DE, CP, JSi and CC made reports accompanied by the slides presented to the
Committee
9.4 Councillor Kerry: Moved the report
9.5 Councillor Atkin asked several questions:
• Is the passive Equities fund a tax efficient vehicle? DE confirmed it was
and a large amount of work went in to achieve that status.
• The two private equity funds have different benchmark numbers? JSi
confirmed this was due to different start dates.
• Global Active fund - how much is the underperformance due to one
manager? CP explained that the fund’s aim of consistent stable growth
was to have a balance of managers with different investment styles to
net out under-performance and over-performance. Therefore Union’s
under-performance was not, at this stage, too worrying and the differing
styles would lead to a surprise if all three managers outperformed
simultaneously.
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•

It states in the slides that three ACS funds are outperforming but only
two seem obvious – MW I only identify two also, although there is a
differential in terms of the start date on one of them.

9.6 Councillor Biggins asked several questions:
• On the Passive Equity fund, do you lend stocks to other funds? DE –
There is a stock lending programme with monthly reconciliations to
record stocks lent and income earned.
• For active funds, the Committee will need clear reporting on benchmark
and targets. Will there be a record of this? DE confirmed there would be.
• The green boxes on the passive equity slides at 11, 13 and 15 show
reserved funds. What are they for? JSi explained that two of the
managers hold fees outside the product as there may be future
investment required to maximise returns, needing additional funding
• MC commented that the client survey goes out to a restricted group. Can
it be widened next time to individual members of the partner funds’
pension committees? CC responded that this would be considered for
the next annual survey. JS confirmed the company was keen that as
many voices be heard as possible.
9.7 Councillor Kerry commented on the Union underperformance that the active
funds had a mix of managers and this was useful to diversify market risk, being
the longer-term aim.
9.8 CP responded that there are differing investment styles and diverse stock
selection. There are three different types of manager with different processes
for investment returns. The aim is to retain a balanced range of investment
styles. Union had made some stock decisions investing in higher risk and
illiquid stocks. If two of those bad stock decisions were removed the picture
would be better. It was also a question of a timing move and hopefully will not
reoccur. The review process for stock selection has also been modified.
9.9 The Committee agreed to formally receive the report
Item 10 Training/Events Calendar
9.10 MSh relayed details of the
• Company Stakeholder day to be held on 11th March 2020.
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•

A Responsible Investment day is planned for 3rd July 2020. This was to
be structured along the same lines as the previous infrastructure day,
which was a valuable exercise.
9.11 Councillor Kerry thanked MSh.
9.12 The Committee agreed to formally receive the report
_______________________________________________

The Chairman announced that the next meeting of the Joint Committee will be
published in due course. The meeting was closed.

_______________________________________________

I declare these minutes are a true record of the Joint Committee meeting held on
14th February 2020
Signed by: (Signature of the Chairman)

Received by Charles Riley, Clerk
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LGPS Central Joint Committee
Friday 20 November 2020
Item 7: Practitioners’ Advisory Forum Update
1.

Purpose of the report

1.1

To update the Joint Committee on the work of the Practitioners’ Advisory Forum
(PAF) and its constituent working groups.

2.

Background

2.1

PAF is a working group of Section 151/Director of Pensions and Pensions
Officers appointed by the Partner Funds within the LGPS Central Pool (the
Pool) to support the delivery of the objectives of the Pool and to provide support
for the Pool’s Joint Committee and Shareholders’ Forum. It is intended that,
where possible, PAF should speak as “one voice” to reduce the duplication of
costs and resources and maximise the benefits of scale.

2.2

PAF is supported by four individual working groups:
 Client Oversight & Governance Group
 Finance Working Group
 Investment Working Group
 Responsible Investment Working Group.

2.3

The working groups share the pool related workload of the Partner Funds and
assist with the delivery of PAF priorities. The working groups report to PAF and
support Partner Fund decision making.

2.4

The Partner Funds have also established an Internal Audit working group which
provides a co-ordinated approach to enable the Joint Committee, individual
partner funds, and their respective external auditors to be satisfied on the
standards of control operating across the pool.

3.

Covid 19

3.1

Partner Funds and LGPS Central Ltd (the Company) continue to deliver day to
day business successfully despite the impact of Covid 19. All have effective
working from home arrangements in place in accordance with local and national
guidance and restrictions.

3.2

PAF and working group meetings have largely continued to their usual
schedule, albeit taking place virtually using Microsoft Teams rather than in
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person. This way of working has been beneficial in reducing travel and all
parties will consider how virtual meetings can continue post Covid (whenever
that may be).
3.3

The Company continues to provide twice weekly calls open to all Partner Funds
to provide updates on the Company’s Covid response and any wider
information sharing. These have been a good source of engagement but are
not intended to replace the PAF and working group discussions.

4.

LGPS Developments

4.1

Alongside investment pooling activity and managing Covid 19 impacts, there
have been several significant LGPS developments for Partner Funds to
address in recent months. These include:
i.

Fund Audits 2019-20. The impact of Covid 19 on private market asset
valuations, particularly property, has seen additional external audit activity,
particularly as property valuers invoked material uncertainty clauses in
providing property asset values at March 2020 – causing additional external
audit testing.

ii.

Local Government Pension Scheme (Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations
2020: These came into force on 23 September 2020 and introduce the
option to review employer contribution rates between triennial valuations;
formalise the ability to spread exit debts and introduce deferred employer
status and deferred debt agreements. Partner Funds are reviewing their
Funding Strategy statements to accommodate these changes.

iii.

McCloud Remedy – The Ministry of Housing and Local Government
(MHCLG) consultation on addressing the Court of Appeal’s ruling that the
public sector pension reforms were age discriminatory to younger members
closed on 8 October. Many Funds submitted detailed responses to this
major issue. It is estimated that administering authorities may have to check
up to 25% of member records against the remedy and it is likely to place
significant additional administrative burdens on Funds.

iv.

Exit Cap and Exit Pay reform. HM Treasury regulations to cap exit pay at
£95,000 apply from 4 November 2020. They conflict with LGPS Regulations
which require payment of unreduced pension on redundancy for members
aged 55 and over. MHCLG launched a consultation, running to 9 November
2020 to incorporate the exit cap into LGPS regulations. MHCLG also
proposed wider exit reform in local government which will affect all members
aged 55 or more leaving on redundancy or efficiency or where employers
waive pension reductions. The time gap between the Exit Cap regulations
and changes to the LGPS coming into force has created considerable legal
uncertainty for administering authorities and employers. At least four trade
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associations and trade unions have launched pre action letters for judicial
review of the Exit Cap regulations.
v.

RPI changes: The UK Government seems likely to amend the Retail Price
Index (RPI) to be consistent with the Consumer Price Index including
Housing (CPIH) sometime between 2025 and 2030. CPIH has generally
been 1% lower than RPI. LGPS pension increases are linked to CPI but
many pension funds hold UK index linked gilts. These are usually linked to
RPI meaning the change will reduce gilt returns for pension funds.

vi.

Investment Regulations update: MHCLG’s consultation on revised
investment regulations or guidance is still awaited. It is understood the delay
is to ensure proposals are consistent with the April 2020 Supreme Court
ruling in the case brought by the Palestinian Solidarity Campaign, which
held it was unlawful for the Secretary of State to use statutory guidance to
prohibit certain LGPS investments.

5.

PAF Update

5.1

Notwithstanding the impact of Covid 19, PAF, including the Company, has
continued to meet each month. The reports of four PAF working groups are
included in Appendix 1. Much of the discussions have focussed on:


Reviewing investment performance of Company funds. The Company
presentation at Item 9 on the Agenda will include a review of the
performance of its investment funds.



Recommendations from Investment Working Group (IWG) regarding
product launches and new product development.



Approval of key performance indicators for 2020-21 as described in the
Client Oversight and Governance Group (COGG) update in Appendix 1.
The Company will also provide an overview of client side KPI performance
in its presentation.



As part of its support for Shareholders, PAF has regularly monitored the
outturn forecasts provided by the Company. At the September meeting, the
Company presented its latest outturn for 2020-21 and the latest reported
position is a forecast underspend of £0.549m against the 2020-21 approved
budget of £11.73m. The Company provides detailed explanation of the
reasons for the underspend.



Discussions with the Company regarding future office accommodation as
the initial lease on current accommodation comes to an end in spring 2021.
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5.2

In the coming weeks PAF will be reviewing the Company’s proposed 2021/22
Business Plan and Budget, including any impact on client charges, in the run up
to the Shareholder Forum and Company meeting in February 2021. The
Company has provided an initial overview and broad timeline for developing the
business plan and budget which will be discussed in detail with the Company
later in November.

6.

Moving Pooling Forward

6.1

Recognising it is some four years since the initial proposals for the LGPS
Central Pool were agreed and the Company has been in operation for over two
years, it has been timely to take stock of progress to date.

6.2

Three joint working groups were established over the summer to discuss the
future asset roadmap for the pool; to reflect on the operation of existing
governance arrangements, and to further enhance relationships.

6.3

The working groups were made up of Partner Fund S151 officers/Director of
Pensions along with senior pension fund officers. The Company was
represented on each group by members of the Board.

6.4

The working group discussions are coming to fruition and initial outcomes
include:





6.5

Reaffirmation that all eight Partner Funds have a common vision to
invest assets through the Company and work through a roadmap of how
this is delivered reflecting changing strategic investment priorities.
Creation of a decision tree to aid synergies and cost benefits delivered
through the investment product development process in supporting
Partner Fund Strategic Asset Allocations
Consensus that Partner Funds’ roles and responsibilities as client and
shareholder could be more clearly articulated in the way pooling
business is governed and managed.
Recognition that good relationship management is key to successful
working and the delivery of investment pooling. With the initial focus
understandably on setting up the legal and technical structures needed
to launch the Company, going forwards the way we collaborate and work
together will be increasingly important to deliver pooling.

Any working group recommendations will be taken forward jointly with updates
provided to Joint Committee and Shareholder Forum as required.
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7.

Cost Savings Model

7.1

The PAF Finance Working Group, in collaboration with the Company, has
prepared a 2020 Cost Savings Model to forecast the level of net cost savings
achievable by the LGPS Central Pool between 2018/19 and 2033/34 (i.e. the
assessment time period set by MHCLG).

7.2

The 2020 Cost Savings Model updates the assumptions used in the 2017 Cost
Savings Model (the cost savings model developed before the launch of the
Company on 1 April 2018) to reflect the latest position, including:
 actual assets under management (AUM) at 30 June 2020
 forecast asset allocation changes to 31 March 2024
 actual baseline 2017/18 investment management fees
 updated expectations in respect of the Company product offering
 actual transition cost to date and updated forecasts thereafter
 updated operating cost forecasts for the Company

7.3

The 2020 Cost Savings Model forecasts total cumulative net cost savings of
£269m between 2018/19 and 2033/34, £21m higher than the £248m forecast
by the 2017 Cost Savings Model.

7.4

The higher net savings reflect a combination of greater investment manager fee
savings (some of which are generated directly by the Partner Funds using their
collective purchasing power as the investment management community has
responded to pooling), partly offset by higher than forecast Company operating
costs.

7.5

A bridge showing the high-level movements between the 2017 and 2020 Cost
Savings Model is set out at Appendix 2. An explanation of the chart workings is
included in the Appendix

8.

Recommendation

8.1

That the Practitioners’ Advisory Forum Report be noted.
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Appendix 1
Report of PAF Working Groups

Client Oversight & Governance Group (COGG)
1.

The client oversight and governance group (COGG) has held a limited number
of meetings over the period since the last Joint Committee briefing, contributing
to the wider Moving Pooling Forward working groups, described earlier in this
report, which include a Governance Working Group.

2.

However, several task and finish groups have continued to meet to work on
specific projects. These include key performance indicators, reviewing the risk
register (subject of separate report to Joint Committee) and governance work to
review legal agreements and terms of reference.
Key Performance indicators (KPI)

3.

Working closely with the Company the KPI task and finish group has developed
the 2019/20 KPIs to provide enhanced measurement and outcome related
targets for 2020/21. Key outcomes from this group in relation to the client
related KPIs were:
 More detailed measurement of investment performance to be based on
changing assets (reflecting market movements) and separation of active
and passive funds to provide the Joint Committee with greater clarity on
investment performance outcomes
 Greater depth in reporting delivery of the fund launch programme
 Measurement of responsible investment integration into sub-funds
 Enhanced reporting on operational and client financial matters including
breach reporting
 Further development on client satisfaction and engagement levels to
provide more measurable delivery, this includes capturing feedback from
Company events

4.

It is jointly recognised that KPIs will continue to evolve and be refined, reflecting
further reporting experience and priorities emerging in future business plans.
The KPI task and finish group will continue to meet to support this
development.
Legal Agreements

5.

Initial work has taken place to consider any updates needed to the Shareholder
and Inter Authority agreements, for example to update drafting to reflect the
move from build phase of LGPS Central Pool to operational; to document
changes in partner fund nominated shareholder representatives and to reflect
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any changes to regulation. This work will also pick up any outcomes or
recommendations from the Moving Pooling Forward discussions with the
Company.
6.

Initial discussions have taken place recognising the need to more clearly
articulate and manage the activities Partner Funds undertake as both client and
shareholder. This may also include provision of additional training to support
this understanding. The Practitioner Advisory Forum (PAF) Terms of Reference
are being reviewed and an early draft of these is now under consideration
which should aid management of activity for the roles that PAF has in
supporting both the Shareholder Forum and the Joint Committee.
Risk Register

7.

As noted above the work on the risk register is the subject of a separate report
on how this is being managed and monitored, but of necessity has included the
addition of the pandemic risk.
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Finance Working Group (FWG)
Cost Savings Model
1.

Since the briefing provided for Joint Committee in August, the Finance
Working Group has finalised the development of an updated cost savings
model based on current information but noting that it is at a particular point
in time and therefore subject to changing strategic requirements.

2.

Updating the cost savings model has been a major undertaking requiring the
collection and analysis of extensive information from Partner Funds, the
Company, and external sources (for forecast transition costs and potential
fee levels). A detailed guidance note has been developed to accompany the
model.

3.

The outcome of the cost savings model update is reported earlier in the
main body of this report.
Review of Product Business Cases

4.

FWG has continued to review the financial assumptions included in the
product business cases presented by the Company to PAF for
consideration.
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Investment Working Group (IWG)
1.

The Investment Working Group (IWG) has continued to meet monthly over
the last nine months, embracing virtual meetings from March 2020, as
opposed to meetings in person. Engagement from Officers of all Partner
Funds and the Company has been consistent, with the number of attendees
being dependent on the Agenda and other items for discussion and
development.

2.

The quarterly meeting cycle, implemented in April 2019, is well embedded
now for IWG and continues to work well.
•
Month 1 (Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct) – Product Development
•
Month 2 (Feb, May, Aug, Nov) – Policy & Performance Monitoring
•
Month 3 (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec) – Strategy and New Products

3.

Whilst the focus changes each month, there is always the potential need for
matters to be considered outside of the quarterly cycle, such matters are
usually accommodated at the next IWG

4.

The October 2020 IWG saw the second Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA)
Day held, with the eight Partner Funds discussing their individual SAA and
Investment Strategies (IS) with a view to providing the Company with
Partner Funds’ collective priorities and a line of sight for product
development going forwards. This output will also be used to inform and
develop the Strategic Business Plan and Budget for the Company in
2021/22 and 2022/23.

5.

Work began on the development of many of the products agreed in 2019/20
and continues to date into 2020/21. The table below illustrates the products
in progress and provides a comment indicating the next step in the process.
2019/20 and 2020/21 Products
Global Factor Based Equity
Emerging Market Debt
Global Multi Asset Credit
Infrastructure
Private Equity (2020 Vintage)
Direct Property
Gilts (Discretionary)
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Next Step
FCA approval
Transition planning phase
Manager appointment
FCA notification
Fund launch
Product Development
n/a – product launched
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Report of PAF Working Groups

6.

For 2021/22, a number of further products have been agreed as priorities
for development with the Company but remain subject to the strategic
business plan and budget process. Products expected to be delivered are
more focused on private markets given the work already undertaken on
public market products.

7.

These products reflect the work Partner Funds have undertaken on their
individual strategic asset allocations (in particular following the 2019
triennial valuation) and recognise that Partner Funds’ SAAs continue to
evolve and reflect some recent common themes, including a even greater
emphasis on sustainability and ESG factors, most notably climate change.

8.

Changes to Partner Funds’ SAAs also mean that some previously
requested products fall away as a priority at this stage. This will typically be
as a result of low levels of interest across Partners Funds or potential
assets under management being insufficient over the longer term for
example regional equity mandates.

9.

Apart from the conclusion of the transition of the Global Corporate Bond
Multi-Manger sub-fund, through an extremely turbulent time in bond markets
created by the Coronavirus pandemic, there have been no other transitions
completed during the reporting period. Transition planning for the new
Emerging Market Debt fund is ongoing but expected to complete in the near
term. Work is also far advanced on the development of a multi-asset credit
product offering, which has been developed closely in collaboration with
interested Partner Funds

10. IWG has approved draft Business Plans for the Direct Property sub-fund
and the Infrastructure sub-fund with sub-funds expected to launch within the
next one-two quarters.
11. Three of the last nine IWG meetings have focussed on Performance
Monitoring. Performance reports have been received from the Company on
all live sub-funds and products, together with reports from the underlying
managers on request. Officers attending IWG continue to challenge and ask
searching questions of the Company and their management of the
delegated managers appointed to enable high level assurance on the
management, philosophy and process of investment management both at a
sub-fund and at a manager level in order to provide the Joint Committee
and individual partners funds assurance on PAF’s oversight of the
investment products.
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12. Alongside the Company, IWG has held discussions with several of the
appointed managers, to better understand how their processes work and
impact performance, in different market conditions. And ‘manager days’
have also been held for the Managers appointed to the Global Active Equity
Multi-manager sub-fund and the Global Active Emerging Market Equity
Manager sub-fund.
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Responsible Investment Working Group (RIWG)
1.

The RI working group meets on a quarterly basis to discuss progress against
the Annual Stewardship Plan and the four pool engagement themes – climate
change, single-use plastics, technology and disruptive industries, and tax
transparency and fair payment - discussed in the quarterly stewardship reports
available on the Company website https://www.lgpscentral.co.uk/responsibleinvestment/

2.

The Group also monitors developing regulation and standards, noting in
particular recent DWP consultation targeting increase in asset owner
production and disclosure of climate strategy in line with the recommendations
from the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD
reporting). Whilst not directly applicable to the LGPS, further guidance on
reporting for the LGPS is expected in 2021.

3.

Since the Joint Committee last met, the group has discussed
 corporate responses to COVID-19 and the impact on the engagement
themes, workplan and voting policies
 the increasing prevalence of diversity in engagement activity as corporate
focus on engagement and inclusion increase;
 the outlook for pension fund climate change strategies, with growing
pressure on global policy makers and business to accelerate action to
transition to a low carbon economy; and
 further engagement with technology leaders, whose corporate practices are
coming under greater scrutiny as their market presence and scale increases

4.

The pool’s second RI day was held in July and stewardship activity continues to
be published quarterly on the Company website.
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Cost Savings Model Bridge
Cost Savings Model Chart – overview
The chart below summarises the movement in the forecast cost savings model from 2017 to
2020. The bars in the chart are colour coded as follows
Dark Blue bars

Refer to the cumulative forecast savings position

Green bars

Refer to increased forecast savings

Light Blue bars

Refer to reduced forecast savings

Each of the green and light blue bars reflect key factors contributing to increased or reduced
forecast savings .
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Adjusted total
Savings Increase
Savings Reduce
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LGPS Central Joint Committee
Item 8

LGPS Central Joint Committee
Friday 20 November 2020
Item 8: Practitioners’ Advisory Forum - Pool Risk Register
1.

Purpose of the report

1.1

This report provides an update to the Committee on the LGPS Central
Investment Pool risk register, developed in collaboration with LGPSC Ltd (the
Company) and Officers of the Practitioners Advisory Forum (PAF) to assist with
monitoring the risks associated with Investment Pooling and its implementation.

2.

Background

2.1

The Joint Committee at its meeting on 21 June 2019 considered the Investment
Pool Risk Register developed in collaboration with the then Chair and Vice
Chair of this Committee along with the Board of the Company and fund officers.
The Risk Register continues to be monitored on an ongoing basis by the
Company and PAF, with updates being presented to Joint Committee to
provide assurance and good governance over the risks around investment
pooling. The risk register being presented as part of this paper has recently
been reviewed and updated to reflect any changes to risk levels.

3.

Risk Register Update

3.1

The risk register being presented reflects the risks as assessed by PAF, in
conjunction with the Company, to the Investment Pool in its widest definition
and should not be seen as a reflection of the risk assessment of either the
Company or individual Partner Funds, although there are inevitably some areas
of common ground.

3.2

The Pool Risk Register under consideration by the Joint Committee has been
developed to capture key risks surrounding investment pooling that could
impact across all parties involved in LGPS Central Pool. The appendix to this
report sets out the high-level risk assessment as at October 2020.

3.3

Reflecting on their governance role as both shareholders and clients for LGPS
Central, it is important for members of this Committee to consider the high-level
strategic risks that could impact on the successful delivery of investment
pooling and how these risks can be managed or mitigated, although it is
recognised that there are some risks which are likely to remain defined as high
due to external factors which the Pool may not be able to mitigate or manage.

3.4

The risks covered by risk register have been divided into eight categories to
identify the types of risk that the investment pool might face as it moves
forward. The risks have therefore been categorised as (in no particular order):
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Resources
Regulatory
Environment
Political
Reputational
External and Third
Party
Strategic
Investment

Operational and
Financial
Covid19

Includes recruitment and retention at both
LGPSC Ltd but also Partner Funds as well as
budgetary constraints
Recognises the regulatory arena in which both
the pension funds and the company operate
Encompasses both changing attitudes to
investment pooling but also the wider political
environment
Risks around negative press coverage around
what is a major change management project, but
also challenges around ESG risks
Recognises reliance placed on external providers
and concentration of suppliers in some areas
Risks of divergence from strategic objectives of
delivering investment pooling including delays to
product development and transition of assets
Recognising that investments have inherent risks
and returns can fluctuate, liability valuations
change over time impacting partner fund asset
allocation which in turn may change products
required from LGPSC.
Encompass cyber security, budget management
and day to day operational management
Introduced as a new risk separate risk category
in June and recognises the impact that Covid19
can have on the implementation of pooling both
from a company and Partner Fund perspective

3.5

The magnitude of risks within the register are assessed along two dimensions:
 Likelihood – the probability that a risk will materialise
 Impact – the consequences if the risk were to materialise

3.6

These are scored on a matrix, which indicates overall levels of risk as follows:
High risk (red)

Medium risk (amber)
Low risk (green)
3.7

Need for early action / intervention where
feasible, although recognise that there are
some high risks that may have to be just
accepted as they arise as a result of
external forces which cannot be controlled
Action is required in the near future
Willing to accept this level of risk or requires
action to improve over the longer term

Whilst most of the risks, before controls are applied, are assessed as high risks
at this stage, after applying controls the number of risks which flag a red status
drops to two, namely political risk and strategic risk.
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3.8

Political Risk (unchanged rating) – with regards to political risk the rating from
the last assessment has not changed and reflects the fact that there are a lot of
factors that are and likely to continue to be outside the control of the investment
pool as a whole for example Brexit or economic impact of Covid19.

3.9

Strategic Risk (unchanged rating) – This recognises the pace of delivery around
sub-fund launches reflecting both the time taken to develop and deliver
products but also some changing Partner Fund priorities and investment
requirements. Following the triennial actuarial valuation, a number of Funds
have been reviewing their strategic asset allocation resulting in changing
priorities to deliver investment strategy and ensuing changing requirements
from investment pooling. As those requirements become clearer and with the
controls in place to manage strategic risk it is anticipated that this will reduce
over time.

3.10

The remainder of the risks at this stage have been assessed as medium risk
(with one exception Covid19). It is anticipated that as the LGPS Central
investment pool continues with implementation, these risks will be further
reduced through effective management working collaboratively and in
partnership with the company.

3.11

Covid19 response risk remains at green reflecting the positive action taken by
partner funds and the company to continue to deliver services and keep staff
safe and well during the ongoing pandemic.

3.12

The risk register is very much a live document. Risks are assessed on a regular
basis with new risks being captured during the period between Joint Committee
meetings.

3.13

Since the last Joint Committee update issued in the summer, there have been
limited changes to ratings, although within the reputational risk, it has been
agreed that climate risk be given additional focus. Climate risk was already
factored into the risk register and is assessed as an amber risk given the
controls in place and efforts to work collaboratively both within the Pool but also
more widely. It was agreed that given the focus on this within Funds and more
widely, there are risks if actions weren’t taken to address the challenges in this
area, although noting that considerable work is already underway to address
the investment risks and opportunities posed by climate change.

3.14

The risk register forms part of the regular reporting to the Joint Committee and
any new or emerging risk captured and reporting along with changes in risk
ratings.

4.

Recommendation

4.1

It is recommended that the Investment Pool Risk Register Report be noted.
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APPENDIX
High-level risk assessment as at October 2020
Risk

Pre-Control
June 2020

Post-Control Pre-Control
June 2020
October 2020

Post-Control
October 2020

Resources

High

Medium

High

Medium

Regulatory Environment

High

Medium

High

Medium

Political

High

High

High

High

Reputational

High

Medium

High

Medium

External & 3rd Party

High

Medium

High

Medium

Strategic

High

High

High

High

Investment

High

Medium

High

Medium

Financial & Operational

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Covid 19 Impact
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Joint Committee Meeting
LGPS Central Limited Update

Virtual Online Meeting
(Microsoft Teams)
20th November 2020

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Agenda

1) Introduction
2) Investment Performance

Joanne Segars
Chair

•

Summary Investment Performance

•

ACS Passive Funds Investment Performance (Detail)

•

ACS Active Funds Investment Performance (Detail)

•

LP Private Equity Performance (Detail)

•

Investment Performance Conclusions

3) Responsible Investment / Climate
4) Key Performance Indicators & Look Ahead

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159.
Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Introduction: progress since launch

60+

100+

employees

client meetings
since launch

c.£20bn
assets under
management

£14.2m
gross savings
achieved since
launch

£234m
projected gross
cost savings
until 2033/34

9
Pooled
investment
vehicles

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Since the last Joint Committee meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Shown exceptional resilience during Covid‐19 pandemic
Responsible Investment: Partner Fund Climate Risk Reports issued
Launched Global Corporate Bond Fund bringing together £1.2bn of Partner Fund assets
Improved performance following unprecedented market volatility
Gordon Ross became permanent CIO & Ian Brown our Head of Private Markets
Company Values and Behaviours refreshed to be more client focused

• Thank you to Partner Funds for your support!

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Gordon Ross,
Chief Investment
Officer

Ian Brown,
Head of Private
Markets

Investment Performance
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Investment Performance Summary – ACS Funds as at 30 September 2020
FUND
(ACS‐PASSIVE)

INCEPTION
DATE

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE INCEPTION

TRACKING
ERROR

(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

WITHIN
TRACKING
ERROR

(%)

LGPS Central UK Passive
Equity Fund

Apr‐2018

£919m

‐2.84

‐2.83

‐0.01

+0.22

Yes

LGPS Central Global (Ex
UK) Passive Equity Fund

Apr ‐ 2018

£2,248m

+8.40

+8.32

0.08

+0.15

Yes

LGPS Central Global
Passive Equity Dividend
Growth Factor Fund

Apr‐2018

£510m

+8.67

+8.04*

+0.63

+0.35

Yes

LGPS Central All World
Passive Equity Climate
Multi Factor Fund

Oct‐2019

£2,274m

+9.60

+9.46

+0.14

+0.10

Yes

FUND
(ACS‐ACTIVE)

INCEPTION
DATE

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TARGET
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
TARGET
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

LGPS Central Global
Equity Active Multi
Manager Fund

Mar‐2019

£2,443m

+10.17

+13.22**

‐3.05

+11.72

‐1.55

LGPS Central Emerging
Markets Equity Active
MM

Jul‐2019

£633m

+1.06

+3.07***

‐2.01

+1.07

‐0.01

LGPS Central Global
Active IG Corporate Bond
MM Fund

Mar‐2020

£1,544m

+15.59

+14.88

+0.71

+14.46

+1.13

All figures as at 30th September 2020 *Benchmark net of Tax **Benchmark +1.5% per annum (adjusted) ***Benchmark +2% per annum (adjusted)
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Investment Performance Summary – LP Funds (Private Equity)

FUND
(LP)

LGPS Central PE Primary
Partnership 2018 LP
LGPS Central PE Co‐
Investment Partnership
2018 LP

INCEPTION
DATE

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE INCEPTION
(%)

TARGET
SINCE
INCEPTION (%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
TARGET
(%)

Jan‐19

£150m

Not meaningful

11.9%

Not meaningful

Not meaningful

Not meaningful

Jan ‐ 19

£107m

14.6%

8.1%

12.1%

6.5%

2.5%

Note: The above benchmark, FTSE All World, reflects the return of the index weighted by the Fund’s cashflows.

Source: LGPS Central Limited

*All figures as at 30th June 2020

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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David Evans
Investment Director,
Passive Equities

Passive Funds (ACS)
(Data as at 30th September 2020)

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central UK Passive Equity Fund
14
12
10

Performance (%)

8
6
4
2
0
‐2
‐4
‐6
LGPS CENTRAL FUND
‐8

BENCHMARK

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central UK Passive Equity Fund

FUND
(ACS‐PASSIVE)

INCEPTION
DATE

LGPS Central UK Passive
Equity Fund

Apr‐2018

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TRACKING
ERROR
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

WITHIN
TRACKING
ERROR?

£919m

‐2.84

‐2.83

0.22

‐0.01

Yes

INVESTORS (2)

AMOUNT (£m)

Highlights & Outlook

West Midlands

•
•
•
•

Fund is meeting its tracking error target
Investment performance in line with benchmark
Largest fund holding is AstraZeneca at 5.85% of fund
Engaged with 20 fund companies on climate change issues during
quarter

Nottinghamshire

911
8

Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Global (Ex UK) Passive Equity Fund
16

14

Performance (%)

12

10

8

6

4

2
LGPS CENTRAL FUND

BENCHMARK

(*Benchmark net of Tax)

0

‐2

Source: LGPS Central Limited
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Global (Ex UK) Passive Equity Fund

FUND
(ACS‐PASSIVE)

LGPS Central Global (Ex
UK) Passive Equity Fund

INCEPTION
DATE

Apr ‐ 2018

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

£2,248m

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TRACKING
ERROR

WITHIN
TRACKING
ERROR?

(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

+8.40

+8.32

0.15

0.08

Yes

INVESTORS (2)

AMOUNT (£m)

Highlights & Outlook

West Midlands

•
•
•

Fund is meeting its tracking error target
Small outperformance versus benchmark since inception
Benchmark comprises following four regions: North America, Japan,
Europe ex UK and Pacific ex Japan
• Largest fund holding is Apple at 2.04% of total fund
• Engaged with 77 fund companies on climate related issues

Nottinghamshire

2,238
11

Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Global Passive Equity Dividend Growth Factor Fund
20
18

Performance (%)

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
LGPS CENTRAL FUND

BENCHMARK

(*Benchmark net of Tax)

0

Source: LGPS Central Limited
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Global Passive Equity Dividend Growth Factor Fund

FUND
(ACS‐PASSIVE)

LGPS Central Global
Passive Equity Dividend
Growth Factor Fund

INCEPTION
DATE

Apr‐2018

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

£510m

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TRACKING
ERROR

WITHIN
TRACKING
ERROR?

(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

+8.67

+8.04

0.05

+0.63

Yes

INVESTORS (1)

AMOUNT (£m)

Highlights & Outlook
•
•
•
•
•

West Midlands

Fund is meeting its tracking error target
Outperformance since inception due to tax advantage of fund over
benchmark
Benchmark comprises three regions: US, Europe & Asia Pacific
Largest fund holding is Micro‐Star International at 0.94% of fund
Engaged with 10 fund companies on climate related issues

510

Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central All World Passive Equity Climate MF Fund
15

Performance (%)

10

5

0
Oct‐19

Nov‐19

Dec‐19

Jan‐20

Feb‐20

Mar‐20

Apr‐20

May‐20

Jun‐20

Jul‐20

Aug‐20

Sep‐20

‐5

‐10
LGPS CENTRAL FUND

BENCHMARK

‐15
Source: LGPS Central Limited
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central All World Passive Equity Climate MF Fund

FUND
(ACS‐PASSIVE)

LGPS Central All World
Passive Equity Climate
Multi Factor Fund

INCEPTION
DATE

Oct‐2019

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

£2,274m

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TRACKING
ERROR

+9.60

+9.46

Highlights & Outlook
•
•

Fund is meeting its tracking error target
Small outperformance versus index since launch in October
2019
• 44% reduction in carbon emissions and 79% reduction in fossil
fuel reserves versus FTSE All World index
• Fund also has exposure to five style factors including “quality”

WITHIN
TARGET?

(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

0.10

+0.14

Yes

INVESTORS (2)

AMOUNT (£m)

West Midlands

1,713

Cheshire

561
Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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FTSE AW Climate Balanced Comprehensive Factor
Climate Characteristics – 12 months to 30 September 2020 versus FTSE All World

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Green Revenues

79% lower
Reserves

3328

698

FTSE All World

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Proportion of total revenue %

Metric Tons per m$ Equity

Fossil Fuel Reserves

FTSE AW Climate
Balanced
Comprehensive

Metric Tons/$m Revenue

Metric Tons/$m Revenue

142

FTSE All World

FTSE AW Climate
Balanced Comprehensive

Weighted Average Carbon Emissions
Intensity

44% lower
Carbon Emissions

255

2.38

FTSE All World

Carbon Emissions Intensity
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

3.36

41% higher
Green
Revenues

FTSE AW Climate
Balanced Comprehensive

200

29% higher WA
Carbon Emissions

173

150

122

100
50
0
FTSE All World

FTSE AW Climate
Balanced
Comprehensive

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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* Source: FTSE
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Mark Davies
Investment Director,
Active Equities

Active Funds (ACS)
(Data as at 30th September 2020)

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Global Equity Active MM Fund
20

Performance (%)

15

10

5

0

‐5
LGPS CENTRAL FUND

TARGET

‐10
Source: LGPS Central Limited
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LGPS Central Global Equity Active MM Fund

FUND
(ACS‐ACTIVE)

INCEPTION
DATE

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TARGET
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
TARGET
(%)

LGPS Central Global
Equity Active Multi
Manager Fund

Mar‐2019

£2,443m

+10.17

+11.72

+13.22

‐1.55

‐3.05

Highlights & Outlook
•
•
•
•
•

INVESTORS (6)

“Growth” companies significantly outperforming “value”, which has
negatively impacted fund performance
Changed weightings away from “value” manager to “growth” managers
Schroders and Union outperformed their performance objective for the 12
month period to end September 2020
The Fund’s carbon footprint is 33% below that of the index, and over 4oo
engagements undertaken by our stewardship partners in the past 12 months
Since September, performance has improved. Confidence in a market
recovery has risen following the US election and the Covid‐19 vaccine
announcement

AMOUNT (£m)

West Midlands

902

Staffordshire

576

Leicestershire

387

Cheshire

285

Shropshire

271

Nottinghamshire

22

Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Emerging Markets Equity Active MM Fund
5

0

Performance (%)

Inception

Jul‐19

Aug‐19

Sep‐19

Oct‐19

Nov‐19

Dec‐19

Jan‐20

Feb‐20

Mar‐20

Apr‐20

May‐20

Jun‐20

Jul‐20

Aug‐20

Sep‐20

‐5

‐10

‐15

LGPS CENTRAL FUND

TARGET

‐20

Source: LGPS Central Limited
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LGPS Central Emerging Markets Equity Active MM Fund

FUND
(ACS‐ACTIVE)

LGPS Central Emerging
Markets Equity Active
MM

INCEPTION
DATE

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TARGET
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
TARGET
(%)

Jul‐2019

£633m

+1.06

+1.07

+3.07

‐0.01

‐2.01

INVESTORS (3)

AMOUNT (£m)

Highlights & Outlook
•
•
•
•

The Fund has performed in‐line with benchmark but below target since
inception and over the last 12 months
UBS and Vontobel have outperformed their performance objective for the
12‐month period to end September 2020
The Fund’s carbon footprint is 55% below that of the index, and over 160
engagements undertaken by our stewardship partners in the past 12 months
Since September, performance has improved, supported by the belief that a
Biden presidency will stabilise trade relations between the US and China

Worcestershire

352

Leicestershire

188

Nottinghamshire

93

Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Gordon Ross
Chief Investment
Officer

Corporate Bond Fund (ACS)
(Data as at 30th September 2020)

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central Global Investment Grade Corporate Bond Fund
18
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Performance (%)

14
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TARGET
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Source: LGPS Central Limited
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LGPS Central Global Investment Grade Corporate Bond Fund
FUND
(ACS‐ACTIVE)

INCEPTION
DATE

TOTAL POOLED
ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

BENCHMARK
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

TARGET
SINCE
INCEPTION
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
BENCHMARK
(%)

RELATIVE
Vs.
TARGET
(%)

LGPS Global Active IG
Corp[orate Bond MM
Fund

Mar‐2020

£1,544m

+15.59

+14.46

+14.88

+1.13

+0.71

INVESTORS (6)

AMOUNT (£m)

Highlights & Outlook
•
•
•
•
•

The Fund was launched on 23 March, 2020
Six Partner Funds invested in the Product, making it the widest held product issued to
date by LGPSC
Performance is above target, highlighting the benefit of the early release of assets to
the managers (Fidelity International and Neuberger Berman) during the transition
Both managers use proprietary ESG scoring to identify investment opportunities as
part of their detailed ‘bottom‐up’ allocations
Returns have continued to outperform since the end of Q3, with the Global
allocations outperforming UK only credit markets. Both managers have
outperformed the performance target since inception

Staffordshire

424

Derbyshire

326

Nottinghamshire

317

West Midlands

210

Worcestershire

160

Leicestershire

107

Source: LGPS Central Limited

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
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Jaswant Sidhu,
Senior Portfolio Manager,
Private Equity

Private Equity (LP)
(Data as at 3oth June 2020)

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central PE Primary Partnership 2018 LP

Investments
FUND

COMMITMENT
DATE

GEOGRAPHY/
REGION

STRATEGY

COMMITMENT
AMOUNT*
(GBP EQUIVALENT)

STATUS

NUMBER OF
UNDERLYING
COMPANIES

FUND CAPITAL
CALLED
(GBP EQUIVALENT)

Baring Private Equity Asia Fund VII

February 2019

Asia

Mid‐Large Buyouts

£30.5m

Investing

9

~32%

KKR Europe V

April 2019

Europe

Mid‐Large Buyouts

£31.7m

Investing

6

~20%

Blackstone Capital Partners VIII

May 2019

Global

Mega Buyouts

£31.5m

Investing

Nil

Nil

Permira VIII

June 2019

Global

Growth Mega
Buyouts

£30.6m

Investing

4

~17%

October 2019

USA

Growth Buyouts

£26.0m

Investing

1

Nil

Madison Dearborn VIII

* Includes reserve for management fee where such fees are outside of the commitment amount

*All figures as at 30th June 2020

Source: LGPS Central Limited

Fund Size: £150m
Committed & Reserved: £150m (100%)
Called to 30th June 2020: 14.2%
Called to date: 26.6%

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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LGPS Central PE Co‐Investment Partnership 2018 LP

Investments
FUND

COMMITMENT
DATE

GEOGRAPHY/
REGION

SECTOR

INDUSTRY

GFL Environmental

April 2019

Transporeon

North America

Waste / Business
Services

April 2019

Europe

Software

IVC Group

June 2019

Europe

Medical Services

Acuon Capital

September
2019

Asia

Financial Services

January 2020

USA

Medical Services

EyeCare Partners

COMMITMENT
AMOUNT
(GBP EQUIVALENT)

CAPITAL
CALLED
(GBP EQUIVALENT)

Waste Removal
& Disposal

£20.7m

£20.5m

Software for Road
Freight Operators

£15.0m

£15.0m

£20.7m

£20.7m

Savings bank and
alternative lender

£20.5m

£20.2m

Ophthalmology &
Optometry Care

£24.2m

£18.6m

Veterinary Care

Source: LGPS Central Limited

*All figures as at 30th June 2020
Fund Size: £107m
Invested, Committed & Reserved: £107m (100%)
Called to 30th June 2020: 88.9%
Called to date: 90.8%
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Investment Performance Conclusions

• Responsible Investment, particularly Climate, and its impact on investment
performance continues to be a core theme for all our funds
• Passive funds are performing as they should, in line with tracking error targets
• Both active equity funds have seen improved performance since September
2020
• Corporate Bond Fund has performed strongly since inception
• It’s very early to report on private equity fund performance, but we are
continuing to monitor the funds closely
• Five out of eight of our chosen external fund managers have outperformed
their performance objectives since inception. Six out of eight fund
managers have outperformed their benchmark since inception

29
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Valborg Lie,
Stewardship Manager,
Responsible Investment & Engagement

Responsible Investment Update
(focus on climate)

30

60
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Progress we’ve made
• ESG in selection and monitoring
• Responsible Investment Integrated Status achieved on all launched funds
• Work with LGPSC portfolio managers on external fund manager selection and monitoring processes
• Shortlisted in the 2020 LAPF Investment Awards ‘Best Approach to Sustainable Investing’ category
• Stewardship and transparency
• In 2019 we engaged more than 1,000 companies and voted at ca. 2,700 meetings on ESG related matters
• Strong collaborations; Climate Action 100+ and Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC)
• Published Quarterly Stewardship Reports, voting statistics and public consultation responses on our website
(https://www.lgpscentral.co.uk/responsible‐investment/)
• Partner Fund Climate Risk Reports
• Climate Risk Reports to all Partner Funds to understand and manage investment
portfolio climate risk
• Public‐facing TCFD reports and Climate Risk Strategies for Partner Funds
• Grown our RI team with two new permanent recruits
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Actions for the future
• Climate Risk Monitoring & Action
• Provide regular updates to Partner Fund Climate Risk Reports
• Developing strategies for future collective Climate actions
• RI Integrated Status
• Continue to achieve Responsible Investment Integrated Status on all future fund launches,
including in Private Markets asset classes such as infrastructure and private debt
• Embed Responsible Investment & Engagement into Advisory Mandates
• New initiatives
• Implement and report on the new UK Stewardship Code 2020
• Discussions on meaningful involvement in UN Climate Change
Conference COP26 in November 2021
• Welcome new Director for Responsible Investment and Engagement
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Mike Weston
Chief Executive

Key Performance Indicators for 2020/21
Looking Ahead to 2021/22
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No:
10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Client Focused Key Performance Indicators
Strategic Business Plan Goals
Responsible Investment
Investment Management
Client Relationships

18 Client‐Focused Key Performance Indicators

Operational Effectiveness
Cost Savings

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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Client Focussed KPI’s – Highlights (Qtr. to end September 2020)

Over 75% of Client KPIs GREEN
KPI Category

No .of KPIs

Responsible
Investment

2

Investment
Management

6

Client
Relationships

6

Operational
Effectiveness

3

Cost
Savings

1

RAG Status

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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•

Investment performance
of Global Equities and
Global emerging
Markets funds versus
their mandate targets
since inception and over
the last 12 months

•

Internal policy
errors/breaches

35
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Looking Ahead…
•

Responsible Investment & Engagement, with a
particular focus on Climate, will continue to increase in
importance across all asset classes

•

Strong programme of new fund launches scheduled
through to 2022…
‐Emerging Market Debt (EMD)
‐Multi Asset Credit (MAC)
‐Global Equities Multi Factor
‐Infrastructure
‐ Property (Direct & Indirect)
‐Private Equity
‐Private Debt
‐Target Return

•

Building on the progress made by the three Pool Working
Groups
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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“One Central team, working in partnership to
invest with purpose and deliver superior returns”

LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No: 10425159. Registered
Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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DISCLAIMER
This document has been produced by LGPS Central Limited and is intended solely for information purposes.
Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement, as at the date of this report, that is subject
to change without notice. It does not constitute an offer or an invitation by or on behalf of LGPS Central
Limited to any person to buy or sell any security. Any reference to past performance is not a guide to the
future.
The information and analysis contained in this publication have been compiled or arrived at from sources
believed to be reliable, but LGPS Central Limited does not make any representation as to their accuracy or
completeness and does not accept any liability from loss arising from the use thereof. The opinions and
conclusions expressed in this document are solely those of the author.
This document may not be produced, either in whole or part, without the written permission of LGPS Central
Limited.
All information is prepared as of 06.11.2020.
This document is intended for PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS only.
LGPS Central Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England
Registered No: 10425159. Registered Office: Mander House, Mander Centre, Wolverhampton, WV1 3NB
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